Panfish are a viable species across many North Woods lakes and flowages, and targeted often by fishermen. Flowages such as the Rainbow Flowage carry a very harvestable population, and combined with the often low water levels experience long periods of low densities. The low water levels also make them sizable targets for large groups.

Would you support lowering panfish limits on the Rainbow Flowage to a 10 fish daily limit?
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Please print typed resolution on 8 ½ X 11 white paper (one-sided) and provide the WCC County Chair with TWO COPIES at the spring hearing. Only the individual author or designated representative may present the resolution. The author or designated representative must be present at the time the resolution is introduced. No more than two resolutions may be introduced by any person during the Congress portion of the spring hearings.

Contact one of your local WCC delegates with questions or for assistance with writing your resolution.